
Consequences of A War with Iraq
(The Times [letters], 5th September 2002)
Sir, Everything points to war with Iraq (headline,
September 4). So we are now on course for a
foreign policy disaster in the Middle East
unmatched since the Suez debacle of 1956. 
The Prime Minister’s forthcoming dossier is
irrelevant. Nobody doubts that Iraq possesses
chemical and biological weapons. Iran, Syria and
Israel also possess them. The issue is whether any
of these countries will use them against the West.
There is no reason to suppose that Saddam will do
so. When his back was against the wall he used
them against Kurds and Iranians who could not
retaliate. The much more relevant point is that he
did not use them against coalition forces in 1991.
In short, deterrence worked then and will work
again. However, attacking Iraq could generate a
situation of last-resort and a desire for revenge in
which he might well contemplate their use. And
what would we do after an attack on Baghdad?
Occupy Iraq? American talk of a benevolent
successor regime is highly superficial. The
external opposition are divided and despised by
the Iraqi people as puppets of the CIA. They are
no basis for a future government. Far more likely
is another Shia uprising that will lead to a
bloodbath, followed by a civil war in which
neighbouring states are bound to interfere. Not
only would Iranian influence in the region grow
substantially but stability in the Gulf — the central
aim of our policy — would be destroyed for years
to come. Meanwhile, there would be outrage
throughout the Arab world — greatly intensified
if the Israelis, as they now threaten, were to get
involved. If Britain participated, we would set
ourselves on a collision course with the Arab and
much of the Muslim world at a time when the
divide between Islam and the West is the most
dangerous element in world affairs. By deepening
that divide we would play into the hands of al-
Qaeda, whose main objective this is. All major
decisions entail balancing risks. A continued
policy towards Saddam of containment and
deterrence certainly carries risks but they are, I
suggest, a great deal less than those of putting a
match to the Arab and Muslim world. The Prime
Minister seems determined to press on. Let us
hope that his party can restrain him. 
Yours sincerely,
ANDREW GREEN
(Ambassador to Syria, 1991-94; Ambassador to
Saudi Arabia, 1996-2000),
89 St George’s Square, SW1V 3QW.
September 5.

A response to Sir Andrew Green
(The Times [letters], 9th September 2002)
It appears that Sir Andrew Green’s recipe for dealing
with Saddam and the danger he poses to international
security boils down to the notion of  'leaving well enough
alone', a point he has argued for by concocting a
doomsday scenario.
As a former diplomat and a victim of my own previous
insulation from political realities, I can perhaps
understand the logic that propels Andrew Green to come
up with the assessment that he has. 
It is my view that Saddam is no less of a threat than how
he has been portrayed. I agree with Sir Andrew in
advancing the notion that Saddam's removal cannot be
without consequences for the region. However, it is my
view that the eventual outcome could be a move in the
right direction if the West is seen to be promoting
concepts such as justice and democracy which undercut
the very basis of radical fundamentalism, instead of
propping up - in the name of “regional stability”- those
who have used their friendship with the West to keep the
region more in line with their own backward and highly
tarnished images. Therefore, there will no riots in any
Middle Eastern capital if it is perceived that the removal
of a brutal despot like Saddam also marks the start of
new era in which the West does not turn a blind eye to
the aspirations of millions of people including the
suffering population of Palestine, simply because it lacks
the imagination to look beyond the current options.
In conclusion, I believe that the ultimate removal of
Saddam, albeit with the support of the Security Council,
is a necessary prerequisite for the maintenance of peace
and the promotion of civilized values in the Middle East.
Yours faithfully,
Dr. Mehrdad Khonsari
Leader, The Constitutionalist Movement of Iran


